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Abstract. Recently Melham [1] gives closed formulæ for certain finite reciprocal sums. In this
paper, we present a different approach to compute these sums in closed form. Our approach is
straight-forward and simple. First we convert the sums in q-notation, then use partial fraction
decomposition and telescoping to derive closed formulæ.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let a 0 and b  0 be integers with .a;b/¤ .0;0/. For p a positive integer, define
the sequences fWng and fW ng by
Wn D pWn 1CWn 2 and W n DWn 1CWnC1;
where W0 D a, W1 D b.
When .a;b;p/ D .0;1;1/, we have fWng D fFng, and fW ng D fLng, which are
the Fibonacci and Lucas numbers, respectively. When .a;b;p/D .0;1;p/, we denote
fWng D fUng, and fW ng D fVng, which are the generalized Fibonacci and Lucas
numbers, respectively.
For k  1, m 0, and n 2, the author [1] gave closed formulæ for the following
finite reciprocal sums:
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Wk.tCmi /CmW k.tCmi /Cm:
In this paper, we present a different approach to compute these sums. Our approach
is straight-forward and simple and works in all instances. First we convert these sums
in q-notation and use partial fraction decomposition. Using telescoping, we derive
closed formulæ for them.












.1 q/ ; Vn D ˛
nCˇn D ˛n.1Cqn/;
where ˛, ˇ D .ppp2C4/=2, q D ˇ=˛, ˛ D iq  12 , AD b aˇ and B D b a˛.
We frequently denote the sequences fWng and fW ng by fWn.A;B/g and
fW n.A;B/g, respectively.
2. SIMPLE EVALUATION OF MELHAM’S SUMS
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where m1, m2, m3 and m4 are defined as before.
Without constant factor and writing ´D qtk and qkmiCm D qci and B=AD a for







T .´/ WD ´
2
.1 a´qc1/.1 a´qc2/.1Ca´qc3/.1Ca´qc4/ :















The assumption m1 < m2 and m3 < m4 with m1Cm2 D m3Cm4 means c1 < c2
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which is the desired evaluation of the first type of sums.































































Without constant factor and writing ´D q2tk , q2kmi D qci , q2mD c and .B=A/2D a







T .´/ WD ´.1  c´/
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qc1/.1 ac´qc2/ :
The partial fraction decomposition of T .´/ is





























































where  is defined as before.

















Without constant factor and writing ´ D q2tk , q2kmi D qci and .B=A/2 D a for
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Let
T .´/ WD ´.1  c´q
c1/
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qc1/.1 ac´qc2/ :
Similarly as before, by using the partial fraction decomposition of T .´/ and telescop-
























































where  is defined as before.
For the next sums, we only present the key steps, as the procedure is always the
same.






















Here by the partial fraction decomposition


































































































































































Converting it into q-form and rewriting the parameters, that is, ´D q2tk , q2m D c,




´.1  c´qd /.1  c´q2d /
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qd /.1 ac´q2d /.1 ac´q3d / :




´.1  c´qd /.1  c´q2d /
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qd /.1 ac´q2d /.1 ac´q3d / :










































































where  is defined as before.






If we convert it into q-notation and write ´ D q2tk , q2m D c, q2kmi D qci and





´.1  c´qc1/.1  c´qc2/.1  c´qc3/
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qc1/.1 ac´qc2/.1 ac´qc3/.1 ac´qc4/ :
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´.1  c´qc1/.1  c´qc2/.1  c´qc3/
.1 ac´/.1 ac´qc1/.1 ac´qc2/.1 ac´qc3/.1 ac´qc4/ :
The partial fraction decomposition of the summand is











































note that AD C CE B  D.
Then by telescoping and converting the sums into the original notion and taking
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If we convert it into q-notation and write ´ D q2tk , q2m D c, q2kmi D qci and


































































.1 qc1/.qc1  qc2/.qc1  qc3/.qc1  qc4/.qc1  qc5/ ;
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C D q
2c2
.1 qc2/.qc1  qc2/.qc2  qc3/.qc2  qc4/.qc2  qc5/ ;
D D q
2c3
.1 qc3/.qc1  qc3/.qc2  qc3/.qc3  qc4/.qc3  qc5/ ;
E D q
2c4
.1 qc4/.qc1  qc4/.qc2  qc4/.qc3  qc4/.qc4  qc5/ ;
F D q
2c5
.1 qc5/.qc1  qc5/.qc2  qc5/.qc3  qc5/.qc4  qc5/ I




























where the sum Ti is defined as before.
Of course, we could invent many more examples, but we think that the message is
clear now.
It should be noted that our elementary method can always be used to simplify
sums of the type considered here; even if they do not telescope, they lead to simpler
answers.
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